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RtijKi + Ruij,k + Rukij = 0-
These have always seemed a bit mysterious, despite their short proofs from an abstract viewpoint [KN, p. 121] . From the work of DeTurck [DT] on Ricci curvature, it became clear that the Bianchi identities are intimately related to the group of diffeomorphisms. This led to the following natural and conceptually transparent proof. The approach is basic to subsequent treatment of the curvature formulas as partial differential equations. Unfortunately, the computation has its unpleasant moments. It is evident that the same procedure can be applied elsewhere. Given a metric g, let Riem(g) be its curvature tensor. Let <f>x be a family of diffeomorphisms of R" depending on a parameter X, with 4>0 = identity. Clearly <ftf(Riem(g)) = Riem(<tf(g))
for all X. Take the derivative of (3) with respect to X and evaluate the result at X = 0. This gives an identity. This identity is equivalent to (1) and (2). So much for the idea. Now the tedious details. Let v' be the vector field generating ^ so (dtf^/dX)'\x_0 = v'. Then for any (1, 3) tensor field, such as R'¡Jk, we have
which is the left side of (3) after X differentiation. For the right side of (3), one can easily verify that for any family of metrics gx with dgx/d\ = h at X = 0, the first variation of the curvature tensor is / i ijk = 2gb^h"-kJ + hk*,ij ~ hkijj ~ Kjk -hjs.ik + *»,.>*) • (5) In our case of (3), gx = <í>x(g) so h¡j = (v¡j + o,,). Consequently (5) will contain third derivatives of v. However, using the Ricci commutation formulas, all the third and second derivatives of v cancel, leaving
Let BiJk, denote the left side of (1) and rewrite (6) as
From (3), we know that (4) and (7) are equal. The last four terms in both expressions cancel, leaving the identity vKR'iJk, + R'iklJ + R'ilM) = {{v'B'^j -{{v'B'Jt)k
which must hold for all vector fields v. Picking a vector field that is zero at a point we conclude that v'jB'kli -v\kBlJti = 0. Since Rlkji = -RlkiJ then B,kji = -BlJki.
